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The North Pacific Research Board met from April 28 through May 1, 2014 in Anchorage, Alaska.  In 
attendance were: Eric Olson (chair), Tara Jones (vice chair),  David Benson, David Benton, Michael 
Castellini, Dorothy Childers, John Gauvin, Katrina Hoffman, Howard Horton, Paul MacGregor, Carl 
Markon, Doug Mecum, Mike Miller, Caryn Rea, Brad Smith, Charles Swanton, and Capt. Phil Thorne; 
Gerry Merrigan was absent.  Science and advisory panel chairs, Tom Royer and Jeff Stephan, were also in 
attendance. The meeting was staffed by Denby Lloyd, Matt Baker, Danielle Dickson, Susan Dixon, Carrie 
Eischens, and Abigail Enghirst; Tom Van Pelt (on contract) also assisted for a portion of the meeting. 
 
Visitors for portions of the meeting included Stew Grant, Seth Macinko (via phone), and Cheryl Rosa 
from the NPRB Science Panel; Mike Sigler from the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration 
(NOAA); Molly McCammon from the Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS); and Louis Bzuzy from 
Shell Exploration and Production Company. 
 
 
1. Call to Order/Approval of Agenda  

 
The meeting was called to order at 8:30 a.m. on Monday, April 28, 2014.  The first order of business was 
to make board and staff introductions and to provide staff updates:  Mr. Denby Lloyd as recently-
appointed Executive Director and Dr. Matt Baker as newly-appointed Science Director; also announced 
was the promotion of Dr. Carrie Eischens to the position of Chief of Operations.  Following that, the 
executive director provided a safety briefing. 
 
A quorum for the meeting was established with five Executive Committee members present and 12 other 
Board members present. 
 
An election of officers was held. 
 

MOTION:   Re-elect Eric Olson as chair. 
Action:   Motion passed with no objections. 
 
MOTION:    Re-elect Tara Jones as vice-chair. 
Action:    Motion passed with no objections. 

 
Next came review and approval of the agenda.  Various changes were made in order to defer 
consideration of the Arctic Program (Item 7) until after discussion of the Bering Sea Project (Item 8) and 
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to add an update from the Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS) prior to the discussion of the Long-
term Monitoring (LTM) Program (Item 12). 
 

MOTION:    Approve agenda as amended. 
Action:   Motion passed with no objections. 

 
A revised agenda was prepared and distributed. 
 
Approval of the September 2013 meeting summary was delayed until the following day, but at that time a 
motion to approve was made: 
  

MOTION:  Approve summary from September 2013 Board meeting as written. 
Action:  Motion passed with no objections. 

 
It was also agreed that reports from the NPRB Science Panel (SP) and the NPRB Advisory Panel (AP) 
would be given by the respective panel chairs during each individual agenda item. 
 
 
2. NPRB Conflict of Interest Policy 

                                                                                 
The executive director briefly reviewed the recent history and development of the current Conflict of 
Interest (COI) Policy.  The SP chair summarized comments from the panel, noting that while the policy in 
general is working well, the COI policy relies on an unclear and confusing definition of collaborators; the 
SP also recommended that letters of support from a panel member’s organization trigger disclosure rather 
than recusal.  The AP chair summarized comments from the panel, and described three recommendations:  
1) that AP members be allowed to participate in discussion of all proposals unless the panel member has a 
direct or personal conflict, 2) that letters of support from a panel member’s organization should trigger 
disclosure rather than recusal, and 3) that organizational units utilized to define recusal should be further 
subdivided (e.g., University of Alaska-Fairbanks (UAF) School of Fisheries and Ocean Sciences is too 
broad of a unit, which should be broken down into program level units such as the Marine Advisory 
Program and others). 
 
Much of the board discussion focused upon changes to the COI policy that had been made by the board in 
September 2013 to broaden the organizational groups applicable to board member recusal.  The result was 
that representatives from these agencies and organizations must not only refrain from voting but must also 
leave the room during discussion of any proposal for which a member of their agency or organization is a 
principal investigator or collaborator.  However, it was noted that the U.S. Department of Commerce 
(DOC) representative on the board needs to be able to practice due diligence and be aware of all 
discussions and actions of the board in order to fulfill his/her responsibilities in facilitating DOC approval 
(or denial) of NPRB funding recommendations as a whole. 
 

MOTION:  Accept panel recommendation that letters of support from a panel 
member’s organization trigger disclosure rather than recusal (unless 
a panel member personally signed the letter). 

Action:  Motion passed with no objections. 
 
 
MOTION:  Amend COI policy to allow Department of Commerce representative 

to remain in the room during discussion of all proposals but not 
participate in discussion or vote on proposals that involve DOC 
participants. 
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Amendment 1: Specify that the DOC representative must refrain from participation 
in discussions on such proposals except to answer direct questions 
for clarification. 

Action on 1:  Amendment considered friendly and incorporated into motion. 
Final Action: Motion passed with no objections. 
 
 
MOTION:  Letters of support from a board member’s organization will trigger 

disclosure rather than recusal (unless a board member personally 
signed the letter). 

Action:  Motion passed with no objections. 
 
 
MOTION:  Adopt same policy change, as outlined above for DOC representative 

regarding remaining in the room during discussion of all proposals 
even if recused from voting and discussion, for the U.S. Department 
of the Interior (DOI) and the Alaska Department of Fish and Game 
(ADF&G) representatives due to those agencies’ responsibilities and 
management authority over Alaska’s natural resources. 

Action:  Motion passed with no objections. 
 
 

It was agreed that the board would operate under these amendments to the COI policy during the 
remainder of the spring 2014 board meeting. 
 
All board members signed, and submitted to staff, the required statement attesting that they read, 
understand and agree to abide by the NPRB COI Policy. 
 
 
3. Social Science Working Group 
 
Edward Gregr, representing the Pacific Marine Analysis and Research Association (PacMARA), provided 
a summary of the Social Science Workshop that was held during the 2014 Alaska Marine Science 
Symposium (AMSS) and suggested a strategy for developing integrated science programs at NPRB. His 
presentation assumed that NPRB wants to develop science programs that facilitate management programs 
that integrate both natural and social science information. Mr. Gregr noted that social science is important 
to identifying the values of stakeholders, the risk associated with decisions, and to allow informed 
decision-making that accounts for trade-offs.  
 
Mr. Gregr presented several actions identified by workshop participants that NPRB could take to make 
considerable progress in the short term.  He concluded his remarks by emphasizing that NPRB has an 
opportunity to be a leader in developing a process for effectively integrating natural and social sciences.  
 
The SP and AP chairs summarized the discussion and recommendations of their respective panels. The 
SP chair noted the absence of the two social science panel members at the spring SP meeting, and 
explained that although they participated remotely via telephone, it was difficult to have an effective 
discussion.  It was recognized that having additional social scientists on the SP would likely lead to more 
social science topics being recommended for NPRB’s annual request for proposals (RFP) and thus lead to 
the need for more SP reviewers. It was also recognized that true science integration is much more 
complicated than just having a stand-alone social science category.  It was further noted that there is 
potential for human dimensions within each category of the RFP. 
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The board discussed many of these concerns in general but remained wary of inviting too much attention 
to highly charged resource management or policy issues.  It was noted that the North Pacific Fishery 
Management Council and other bodies are specifically mandated to raise and address such management 
and policy issues, and that any review of such issues that might occur under funding from NPRB ought to 
be more prospective rather than retrospective.  It was agreed that NPRB’s role is to provide research to 
help inform management, looking down the road in a non-biased way rather than second-guessing 
previously-made management decisions. 
 
Staff provided a written outline comparing the 10 major recommendations from the PacMARA report 
with the comments and recommendations of the science and advisory panels. 
 
Over the course of the next several days during the meeting, the board held a wide-ranging discussion on 
how best to acknowledge and address social science issues.  They ultimately decided to take up specific 
application of social science considerations during appropriate agenda items, especially in Agenda Item 
13: Other Matters related to the 2015 RPF development. 
 
From the comparison matrix, the executive director noted which items the staff could pursue directly:  1) 
encourage social scientists to take advantage of existing NPRB mechanisms, 2) articulate the board’s 
commitment to science integration, 3) encourage social scientists to propose methodologies and projects 
that demonstrate the value of social science or integrated social/natural science to achieve the mission of 
NPRB, 4) develop potential revisions to the annual RFP to help encourage more social science and 
integrated research proposals, and 5) increase the social science expertise in the peer reviewer pool.  The 
board concurred with these staff actions. 
 
At this point in the meeting, Doug Mecum (representing the U.S. Secretary of Commerce) 
announced the reappointment of board members from Alaska and Washington whose terms were 
expiring on April 30, 2014.  The board member representing Oregon (Dr. Howard Horton) indicated his 
intent to relinquish his seat after 12 productive and satisfying years on the board, and a replacement was 
not named at this time. 
 
 
4. Budget Review 

                                                                                                   
The executive director noted that the annual audit by KMPG was near completion; he indicated that there 
were no findings or unmodified opinions. 
 
The executive director also provided a summary of the FY 2015 budget proposal that would form the 
basis of the application for Grant 6-Year 2.  Administrative costs are rising slightly due to inflation but 
more substantially due to recent directives from NOAA to place costs for communications/outreach staff 
and contractors for IERP project management in the administrative category rather than in the science 
support category.  The FY 2015 budget proposal calls for the administrative component to equal 14.96 
percent of the total $9,332,712 grant amount available from earnings of the Environmental Improvement 
and Restoration Fund (EIRF); this is very close to the 15 percent cap on administrative expenditures 
specified in statute. 
 

MOTION:  Approve the budget for FY 15, Grant 6-Year2, as presented. 
Action:  Motion passed with no objections. 
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Projections of EIRF earnings and potential budget scenarios through FY 2021 were discussed, based upon 
a projected interest rate of 2.75 percent on 10-year U.S. Treasury notes.  These projections were slightly 
higher than those derived from a 2.00 percent interest rate that were reviewed by the board in September 
2013.  While there will be challenges associated with keeping administrative costs within the mandated 
15 percent cap, the amount of funds available for future research funding (now that BSIERP and 
GOAIERP are “paid off”) allows for the potential of many options for the board including, but not limited 
to: expanding the annual RFP or LTM programs, committing to an Arctic Program, or developing other 
integrated ecosystem research programs (IERPs) or specific focal-area research programs. 
 
The general information on budget projections was utilized later in the meeting during discussions of the 
Annual Research Program (i.e., annual RFP), LTM Program, and Arctic Program.  The board also 
discussed the potential of the U.S. Congress increasing the 15% administrative cap, of establishing 
another category of expenditure for science support, or of the DOC allowing NPRB to more clearly define 
the expenses that should qualify under the administrative category. 
 
 
5. Overview of Current Research Funded and 2014 Proposals 
 
Staff provided a summary of research previously and currently funded by NPRB, a summary of the 2014 
RFP, and a brief description of the range of proposals received in response to the 2014 RFP. 
 
 
6. Proposal Review for 2014 
 
This was a closed session and, during discussions of specific proposals, recusals under the COI policy 
were implemented. 
 
Staff reviewed the process for proposal review and selection. A brief discussion occurred around the 
possibility of moving to a pre-proposal process for the annual RFP in order to reduce proposers’ workload 
in the face of potential rejection of their proposals.  Staff noted that the average 25 percent success rate 
for proposals submitted to NPRB is very good relative to other funding organizations such as the National 
Science Foundation (NSF). The SP chair noted the value in the feedback that proposers receive from peer 
and SP reviewers, and noted that cursory negative feedback on pre-proposals may alienate proposers and 
discourage them from submitting again; he therefore cautioned against a pre-proposal approach. 
 
Staff then provided a brief description of each of the proposals that had been ranked by the SP as either 
Tier 1 or Tier 2.  Those proposals ranked by the SP as Tier 3 were not described or discussed, in 
compliance with the board’s policy to only consider those proposals that the SP recommend be 
considered for funding (i.e., ranked as Tier 1 or Tier 2). 
 
The SP chair summarized the SP discussion of proposals to the 2014 annual RFP section by section and 
took questions from the board. SP members Stew Grant and Cheryl Rosa were present to help answer 
questions. Concurrently, for those proposals highlighted by the AP as possessing particular stakeholder 
relevance, the AP chair presented the AP’s annotation. Disclosures and recusals under the COI policy 
were announced and enacted prior to discussion of individual proposals. 
 
There followed some general discussion of various proposals, by category.  Also, there was some concern 
expressed about the proposal review process, particularly that some peer reviewers used quantitative 
scoring and others didn’t.  There were also questions about instances in which peer reviewer ranking were 
very good or excellent and the SP ranked a proposal as Tier 3.  Staff and the SP chair explained that there 
are instances where some peer reviews are insubstantial and are therefore discounted or weighted 
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relatively lower than more substantial reviews of the same proposal; there are other instances when the 
benefit of a full conversation among SP members results in a group consensus that is different from the 
scoring by individual reviewers.  Both of these circumstances are explained in the SP notes on the 
individual proposals where pertinent. 
 
There was renewed discussion about the budget and projected grant funds.  The board reached the general 
consensus that, even if they funded a $6 million Arctic Program, there would be sufficient funds to fund 
the 2014 annual RFP program at a level greater than the $4.25 million that had been advertised. 
 

MOTION:  Increase the funding available to the 2014 RFP to $5 million. 
Action:  Motion passed with no objections. 

 
Then the board proceeded to consider actual funding decisions for the specific 2014 proposals.  
Procedurally, they decided they would make a main motion to accept all the Tier 1 proposals, and then 
fine-tune the list through a series of amendments.  Throughout the process, staff captured the rationale 
behind each of the amendments; the explanations are provided individually to the respective proposers. 
 

MAIN MOTION:  Recommend to the DOC all Tier 1a and Tier 1b proposals received 
in response to the 2014 RFP. 

 
Fishes and Invertebrates 

 
Amendment 1:  Remove Proposal 7. 
Action on 1:  Amendment passed with no objections. 

 
Amendment 2:  Remove Proposal 3. 
Action on 2:  Amendment passed with no objections. 

 
Amendment 3:  Remove Proposal 19. 
Action on 3:  Amendment passed with a vote of 4-0 of the executive committee 

(and one recusal) and a vote of 6-5 from other board members (and 
one recusal). 

Seabirds 
 

Amendment 4:  Remove all Tier 1b proposals from the Seabird category. 
Amendment 4a: Add Proposal 45 back in. 
Action on 4a: Secondary amendment failed with an executive committee vote of 1-

3 (and one recusal) and a vote from other board members of 6-5 
(and one recusal). 

Action on 4:  Amendment passed with no objections. 
 

Amendment 5:  Remove Proposal 44 and 46. 
Action on 5:  Amendment failed with a vote of 0-5 of the executive committee and 

a vote of 1-9 of other board members (and two recusals). 
 
Cooperative Research with Industry 
 
Amendment 6:  Add Proposal 63 back in. 
Action:  Amendment was withdrawn. 
 
Technology Development and Novel Applications 
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Amendment 7:  Remove Proposal 77. 
Action on 7:  Amendment passed with no objections. 

 
Focus Section:  Arctic-Yukon-Kuskokwim (AYK) Chinook Salmon 

 
Amendment 8:  Add those proposals receiving Tier 2 rankings: Proposals 83, 84, and 

85. 
Action on 8:  Amendment passed with no objections. 

 
Thus ended the round of amendments to the main motion. 
 

Final action:  Motion, as amended, passed with no objections. 
 

It was noted that according to a longstanding memorandum of understanding developed to promote 
collaboration on research of shared interest, funding of Proposal 81 would be supported by a $50,000 
contribution from the Oil Spill Recovery Institute.  The net effect of the main motion, as amended, was a 
recommendation to the DOC to provide funding of $4,692,529 to be distributed among 24 specific 
projects in NPRB’s 2014 annual program. 

 
 

7. Arctic Program 
 

Staff outlined a number of general questions that board members might want to keep in mind while 
considering whether or how to move forward with an integrated Arctic research program:  1) how should 
we build relationships and partnerships and how should we integrate lessons learned from previous 
integrated ecosystem research programs and best leverage what NPRB can bring to the table; 2) what 
research directions, questions, or hypotheses do we want to pursue (e.g., advection pathways and sea ice 
dynamics; energy pathways and production cycles; species dynamics, interactions and linkages; species 
distribution and phenology in the context of climate change; human impacts and the consequences of 
ecological change on communities and ecosystem services); 3) geographic extent (e.g., northern Bering 
sea, Bering Strait, Chukchi Sea and/or Beaufort Sea); and 4) various aspects of logistics, timing, and 
funding. 
 
Staff also provided an update on the status of the Pacific Marine Arctic Regional Synthesis (PacMARS) 
program.  PacMARS is managed by NPRB staff with funding through the North Pacific Marine Research 
Institute (NPMRI) from Conoco-Phillips and Shell Exploration and Production Company.  Staff also 
provided a summary of conversations that have been held with potential partners for an integrated Arctic 
program, and pointed out a letter of support from the Bureau of Ocean Energy Management (BOEM) 
indicating the agency’s intent to collaborate and coordinate with NPRB. 
 
The chairs of the science and advisory panels reported that their respective panels had recommended that 
NPRB pursue an Arctic Program and that it be funded at the higher end of the range (i.e., $6 million) 
previously laid out by the board.  The board engaged in a discussion of whether such a program should be 
considered an integrated ecosystem research program (IERP), similar to those for the Bering Sea 
(BSIERP) and the Gulf of Alaska (GOAIERP), or more simply a separate RFP.  The board also 
considered various aspects of governance of such a program; they came to a general concurrence that if 
NPRB is to contribute substantial amounts of money to such a program then NPRB must maintain quite a 
bit of control over how the research plans are formulated and implemented.   
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Referencing the best practices outlined in presentations on GOAIERP and BSIERP, it was noted that 
attention will need to be paid to the development of a hypothesis-driven program, frequent and formal 
opportunities for coordination among participating researchers, attention to research synthesis, and the 
eventual publication of research findings in special issues or coordinated volumes. 
 
It was acknowledged that putting such a program together for the Arctic will be challenging, especially 
considering the large number of other agencies that are either interested or actually operating in the 
Arctic.  It was also noted that developing such a program would be timely and appropriate given the 
NPRB mission. 
 

MOTION:  Commit $6 million over three years using a separate RFP process for 
an Arctic Program that is in compliance with NPRB’s mission and 
adheres to the standards or practice of the BEST-BSIERP Bering 
Sea Project (e.g., multidisciplinary collaboration, data management, 
community interaction, common questions/hypotheses). 

Amendment 1: Program to be developed with participation of the NPRB Arctic 
Working Group and representatives of the NPRB Science and 
Advisory Panels. 

Action on 1:  Amendment considered friendly and incorporated into motion. 
Final Action: Motion passed with one objection. 

 
The board continued the discussion and came to a general agreement that they must agree with both the 
science direction (including the hypotheses/questions being asked by the integrated group) and the 
governance structure for the collaborating agencies before the committed funding is actually allocated to 
the program.  The board also discussed the composition of NPRB’s Arctic Working Group.  
 
 
8. Bering Sea Project 
 
Tom Van Pelt (contractor to NPRB and previous staff member) provided an update on the close-out of the 
Bering Sea Integrated Ecosystem Research Program (BSIERP), including highlights of activities funded 
by an NSF grant to “maximize the return on investment” by capturing and communicating the scientific 
accomplishments of the Bering Sea Project, the shared name for the collaboration between NPRB’s 
BSIERP and NSF’s Bering Sea Ecosystem Study (BEST). 
  
Seth Macinko, a member of the SP and chair of a separate Science Advisory Group (SAG) that was 
established to provide reports to the board on the conduct of BSIERP, gave (via phone) a summary of the 
SAG’s observations of the Bering Sea Project.  The SAG recommended greater community involvement 
in future IERPs. Dr. Macinko noted that within the SAG there were differences in opinion about the 
degree of synthesis achieved in the Bering Sea Project; regardless, he encouraged that future integrated 
programs would benefit from greater specificity on requirements for synthesis. He posed the rhetorical 
question:  Why didn't some projects achieve synthesis?  He hypothesized that perhaps it was because 
some projects are still in progress or because the synthesis goal was overstated and unrealistic. He also 
posed the possibility that it could be because subawards were contracts for component parts; he thus 
recommended that perhaps in the future contracts need to specify requirements for synthetic activities. 
Finally, the question was posed: How should NPRB maximize the immediate value of BSIERP? The 
SAG recommended that NPRB consider issuing distinct contracts for synthesis.  They also suggested 
funding special issue publications that achieve synthesis. The contrast between BEST (NSF—funded, 
discipline-specific projects) and BSIERP (NPRB—funded, integrated program) is a valuable experiment 
in scientific design of integrated programs and is worthy of further exploration.  
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Mike Sigler, program leader at NOAA and a chief investigator in the BSIERP, gave a presentation on the 
major scientific results of BSIERP and the value of the IERP approach. Mike explained that 
understanding why processes work the way they do helps stakeholders; he suggested that if NPRB wants 
to understand the mechanisms that would help inform management they need to use an integrated 
ecosystem approach.  
 
During discussion of the integration of the social and natural sciences in BEST-BSIERP it was recognized 
that the central hypotheses of a project need to lend themselves to that approach. The collaborative 
environment of IERP projects is ideal. However, BSIERP did not ask communities about their interests 
before the main hypotheses were developed. A second iteration of funding based on local and traditional 
knowledge (LTK) would have facilitated better integration. It was recommended that future programs 
seek input from communities before developing hypotheses. 
 
 
9. Gulf of Alaska Project 
 
Staff provided an update on the Gulf of Alaska Integrated Ecosystem Program (GOAIERP).  The board 
was made aware that the executive director had invited GOAIERP principal investigators (PIs) to submit 
an informal proposal to the board, with specific topics or avenues of synthesis that the PIs would like to 
pursue beyond their current commitments to subawards under GOAIERP.  The board was generally 
supportive of this invitation, and agreed to consider such a proposal(s) if brought forward in the 
fall. 
 
 
10. Communications and Outreach Report 
 
Staff provided an update on communication and outreach activities in recent months. One-page synopses 
of 60 annual research program projects and 30 BSIERP summaries were circulated. Staff discussed plans 
for outreach for GOAIERP and BSIERP, highlighting the Bering Sea magazine that is still in progress. 
They reported that the completely redesigned website was launched in December; staff solicited input 
from the board on its appearance and utility.  
  
There was discussion about announcing the annual photo contest before the end of the school year so that 
youth could be notified before they disperse for the summer.  There was also discussion about altering the 
timing of the annual Alaska Marine Science Symposium (AMSS).  Because AMSS has historically 
overlapped with Martin Luther King Jr. Day, federal employees who wish to attend encounter some 
issues with travel and work on a federal holiday.  Staff noted the current plan is to shift the timing of the 
2016 AMSS to a week later in January; unfortunately advanced reservation requirements for venues do 
not allow for such a shift in timing for the 2015 AMSS.  
  
Staff described plans to make oral presentations of general NPRB information to groups such the North 
Pacific Fishery Management Council (NPFMC) and the U.S. Arctic Research Commission.  
  
Board members discussed the importance of a strategic communications plan, and suggested that careful 
thought be given to appropriate audiences.  They also recommended that resources available at agencies 
and elsewhere be utilized. 
  
The chair noted that NPFMC uses a particular electronic application to provide meeting materials and 
notes for their meetings and recommended that staff look into it. He indicated that it is useful to produce 
binder materials electronically and allows people to take electronic notes. It keeps track of motions.  The 
staff described their current activities to provide materials in an electronic format, and the board indicated 
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that it is ready to move to electronic materials, however they like having copies of the spreadsheets for 
proposals on paper. Staff noted that costs exceeded $4000 for binder production alone for the spring 2014 
meetings, thus reinforcing the potential efficiencies to be gained through electronic media.  
 
 
11. Graduate Student Research Awards 
 
This was a closed session and, during discussions of specific proposals, recusals under the COI policy 
were implemented. 
 
Staff summarized applications received for the Graduate Student Research Award (GSRA) Program and 
outlined the review and selection process for the board.  The SP and AP recommendations were also 
reviewed and considered.  The board engaged in a discussion about increasing the level of funding for the 
GSRA program, in recognition of the many good proposals that were submitted and the amount of money 
available to NPRB; viewpoints were also raised about staying within the limits that had been advertised 
and maintaining program consistency. 
 

MOTION:  Increase the GSRA program from six awards to eight awards, 
thereby increasing the total program funding from $150,000 to 
$200,000. 

Action:  Motion was withdrawn. 
 
The board then proceeded with a discussion of the master’s degree proposals. 
 

MOTION:  Fund master’s degree Proposals 913, 920 and 943. 
Action:  Motion tabled, then subsequently withdrawn. 

 
MOTION:  Fund master’s degree Proposals 913, 943, and 956. 
Action:  Motion passed with one objection. 

 
The board then proceeded with a discussion of the PhD level proposals. 
 

MOTION:  Fund PhD Proposals 914, 941, and 944. 
Action:  Motion passed without objections. 

 
The board noted that in future years, if applicable, proposals must include a letter of support from 
any collaborators that have a significant role in the proposed research. 
 
12. Long-term Monitoring Program 
 
Molly McCammon, Executive Director of the Alaska Ocean Observing System (AOOS), presented her 
annual update of AOOS activities to the board. 
 
The remainder of this section was a closed session and, during discussions of specific proposals, recusals 
under the COI policy were implemented. 
 
Staff described the goals of the NPRB Long-term Monitoring (LTM) Program as stated in the RFP and 
summarized each of the proposals. The SP and AP chair presented the comments of the panels.  
  
Various proposals were discussed, as was the potential of funding more projects than would fit within the 
board’s pre-allocated $2 million (at approximately $400,000 per year for five years).  However, views 
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were also expressed against exceeding the advertised funding for the LTM program, given that the 
intention is to sustain the program long-term and exceeding the budget in the initial funding cycle might 
create an unsustainable situation in the future.  
 

MOTION:  Recommend to the DOC an LTM funding package including 
Proposals 915, 925, and 926. 

Amendment 1: Add condition to funding of Proposal 926 requiring submission of a 
letter outlining all funding sources including match and other 
outside contributions to the project. 

Action on 1:  Amendment considered friendly and incorporated into the motion. 
Final action: Motion passed with one abstention. 

 
The net effect of the motion was a recommendation to the DOC to provide funding of $1,855,746 to be 
distributed among three specific projects in NPRB’s LTM program. 
 
 
13. Other Matters 
 
a)      Upcoming 2015 RFP development  
 
Staff asked the board for guidance on developing the 2015 RFP. In particular they sought a discussion 
regarding: 1) target funding allocations, 2) maintaining the cyclical approach to alternating levels of 
funding in certain line item categories in 2015 and 2016, 3) integration of social science, 4) integrated 
biological-physical analyses of habitat, and 5) the development of topical focal sections. 
 
It was agreed to continue the cyclical approach to funding, on a two-year basis, and to maintain a 
base level of funding in each category.   
 
One suggestion was to have the annual RFP specifically ask for non-Arctic proposals given that the board 
will be developing an Arctic program. Another option would be to have an Arctic-specific section in the 
2015 RFP, perhaps an Arctic-based natural-social science focal section or an Arctic planning section to 
allow the scientific community to begin planning an integrated program.  
 
Another vein of discussion included the exploration of the science needed to address how ecosystem 
productivity affects habitat and how degradation of habitat affects species of concern. If pursued, 
questions under the Fish Habitat subsection could seek to understand the relationship of habitat to 
fisheries productivity, or to develop metrics for managers that relate fish dynamics to human activities. 
 
With respect to social science, there was discussion about keeping human dimensions projects separate 
from each of the other categories. Another approach might be to focus on the science that would address 
the effects of climate change on people, perhaps entitled "humans in a changing northern environment". 
The executive director pointed out that currently the humans subsection is included under the "ecosystem 
components" category of the RFP (parallel to other organisms like fishes or marine mammals) and that 
there is no category that allows for social science approaches to other topics.  He suggested that perhaps 
the board should add a social science category (similar to the way cooperative research with industry is 
structured). A new category would allow proposals that address issues such as how social science 
products could be better developed to provide information on a wide range of issues or ecosystem 
components to managers.  The board generally agreed with adding a social science category to the 
draft 2015 RFP. 
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With respect to a potential focus section, it was suggested that a continuation of the Chinook salmon 
focus be considered, although not necessarily confined to the Arctic-Yukon-Kuskokwim region. There 
was also positive discussion about the AP’s suggestion of examining radiation effects from the 
Fukushima disaster (e.g., potential use of radiation as a tracer to examine physical flow, species 
distribution, and foraging patterns; potential contamination of the environment; and the impact of marine 
debris and invasive species transport). The board indicated its desire that, for the board’s fall 
meeting, staff develop draft language for various focus sections, including issues related to the 
Fukushima disaster and to Chinook salmon. 
 
The board also noted that more research on halibut size-at-age and migration patterns, as well as methods 
to reduce halibut bycatch, specifically around the Pribilof Islands, might be useful.  For the Data Rescue 
section, it was suggested that a subsection on rescue of data (digitizing and making it available) from the 
Outer Continental Shelf Environmental Assessment Program (OCSEAP) could be beneficial. 
 
Finally, the board discussed what level of funding should be allocated to the annual RFP in 2015.  The 
board decided that a target funding level of $4.5 million should be used to draft the 2015 RFP. 
  
b)      NPRB identity and governance, personnel policies  
 
The executive director described ongoing efforts to formally define NPRB's identity, governance, and 
personnel policies. It was noted that if NPMRI is an acceptable means of accepting and utilizing outside 
funds then perhaps formal identity might not be such an urgent issue. The question was raised, “What is 
the level of risk associated with operating under the current model?” The main risk staff noted was the 
potential of litigation and the question of who would act on NPRB's behalf. It was noted that DOC 
considers itself NPRB's legal counsel in the event of major litigation. It was also noted, however, that 
NPRB staff are considered to be technically employed by the Seward Association for the Advancement of 
Marine Science (SAAMS), operating as the Alaska SeaLife Center (ASLC).  Although NPRB pays for its 
own insurance, if DOC refused to represent NPRB then the ASLC might be obliged to do so. 
 
The executive director advised the board that work was progressing on the development of position 
descriptions and the drafting of personnel policies in those instances where the existing ASLC personnel 
policies are not appropriate for NPRB staff. 
 
The board indicated their satisfaction with the pace of progress on these issues of governance, identity 
and personnel policies thus far and had no specific direction or suggestions. 
 
c)      Status of Arctic legislation  
 
The executive director noted that, as far as he was aware, the Arctic legislation that Senator Begich 
introduced in 2012 and 2013 is stalled. The current form of the bill, which came out of the Senate 
Committee on Commerce, Science, and Transportation in November 2013, does not address fiscal 
considerations except allowing outside funds to come to NPRB directly through DOC.  There might be an 
attempt to attach the Arctic legislation to a U.S. Coast Guard bill, but the general consensus is that the 
legislation is not likely to progress anytime soon. 
 
d)      Review of Nominations for expiring Advisory and Science Panel seats  
 
Staff summarized the expiring terms of SP and AP members and presented the recommendations of the 
Nominations Committee to replace or reappoint those members. 
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For the AP, the Nominations Committee recommended re-appointing Dan Falvey and Gay Sheffield and 
appointing Nagruk Harcharek from Barrow to replace Rex Snyder.  
 

MOTION:  Approve the recommendation of the Nominations Committee and 
appoint Dan Falvey, Gay Sheffield and Nagruk Harcharek to the 
AP. 

Action:  Motion passed with no objections. 
  
With respect to the SP, it was noted that all members whose terms were expiring were ineligible for 
reappointment, based on the policy limiting SP members to two consecutive four-year terms.  The 
Nominations Committee had recommended appointing Dr. Stephen Jewett to replace Dr. Richard 
Beamish, Dr. Courtney Carothers to replace Dr. Seth Macinko, and Dr. Suzann Speckman to replace Dr. 
Cheryl Rosa. Further, they recommended that Dr. Andre Punt's seat be re-solicited to target an expert in 
ecological modeling and stock assessment.  At the spring SP meeting, Dr. Don Bowen had also 
announced that he would be stepping down from SP; the SP therefore had recommended that the board 
consider moving Lloyd Lowry to the SP from the AP.  
  
Some discussion followed about the number of members of both panels.  The board considered whether 
either panel was potentially too large but ultimately agreed that the amount of work by the SP in 
reviewing proposals and the need for statewide perspective on the AP validated the panel sizes.  The 
board also discussed the trade-offs between having SP members who are very familiar and active in 
research in Alaska, but who might frequently be recused from reviewing proposals under the COI policy, 
and having members who are less active in research in Alaska and therefore would be less likely to be 
recused. 
 

MOTION:  Approve the recommendation of the Nominations Committee and 
appoint Steve Jewett, Courtney Carothers, and Suzann Speckman to 
the SP. 

Amendment 1: Remove Courtney Carothers and replace with Charles Menzies. 
Action on 1: Amendment was withdrawn. 
Final Action:  Motion passed with no objections (and one recusal). 

 
Discussion then focused upon replacing Don Bowen on the SP.  The Nominations Committee had not had 
the opportunity to provide input on this matter, but the SP had recommended that Lloyd Lowry be 
appointed to the SP. 
 

MOTION:  Approve the recommendation of the SP and appoint Lloyd Lowry to 
the SP. 

Action:  Motion passed with no objections (and one recusal). 
 
   
The board then noted that Lloyd Lowry's seat on the AP would be vacant; it was an at-large seat and did 
not represent a particular large marine ecosystem (LME) in Alaska. The Nominations Committee had not 
had an opportunity to discuss this seat.  It was noted that there is no representative of an environmental 
non-governmental organization (eNGO) on the AP.  Concern was expressed about appointing a member 
to the AP whose organization was involved in litigation, but the consensus of the board was not to use 
that as an evaluation criterion for nominees.  Then the board discussed the value of realigning the term 
dates of AP members to more equally distribute the expiration of membership terms among years. 
 

MOTION:  Appoint Chris Krenz to the at-large seat of the AP, for a one-year 
period. 
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Action:  Motion passed with one objection (and two recusals). 
 
 
The board noted that because the current appointment would not be for a full three-year term, Dr. Krenz 
would be eligible to reapply and subsequently serve two full consecutive three-year terms. 
 
The AP chair noted the valuable contribution that Lloyd Lowry made to the AP; similarly, the SP chair 
noted the valuable contribution of the four retiring members of the SP.   
 
e)      Outside funding requests  
 
The executive director noted that, while the board has an established policy of expending a maximum of 
$50,000 per year in support of outside meetings (within which the executive director is authorized to 
approve individual requests up to $5,000 each), there is some confusion as to the timeframe for 
accounting for such requests and expenditures.  Questions were raised concerning: 1) whether a year is 
measured by calendar year or fiscal year, and 2) whether the annual funding allocation is based upon the 
date of the original request, the date of NPRB response, the date of the event itself, or the date of 
payment.   On average, NPRB has expended less than $50,000 per fiscal year, thus the confusion has not 
resulted in exceeding the policy guidance; rather, it appears that in the past there may have been funding 
opportunities foregone because it was erroneously believed that the $50,000 limit had been reached.  
 
The board discussed setting a consistent policy based on fiscal year. Timing of allocation could be 
recorded: 1) at the time the NPRB votes to allocate funding, 2) the actual timing of the event, or 3) when 
NPRB issues a check. Staff will explore options and return to the discussion in the fall, although the 
executive director indicated that the second option appears to be the most reliable and consistently 
identifiable date to use. 
 
The executive director outlined the various requests that, given the considerations above, should be 
considered for funding.  The requests presented by the executive director totaled $46,000 and included 
requests that have already been received and those that are expected to come in during the next few 
months; the amounts presented are those actually requested or those that have been approved by NPRB 
for similar meetings in the recent past: 
 
Marine Mammals of the Holarctic St. Petersburg, Russia  Sept 2014 $10,000 
16th Annual Bird Conference  Juneau, Alaska   Dec 2014 $  1,000 
PICES Summer School 2014  Seoul, Korea   Aug 2014 $  5,000 
30th Wakefield Symposium 2015       $10,000 
Sitka Sound Sci. Ctr Whalefest 2014 Sitka, Alaska   Nov 2014 $  5,000 
PICES 2015 Oceans/Climate Change Santos City, Brazil  March 2015 $15,000 
 

 MOTION:  Approve the group of outside meeting requests outlined by the 
executive director that total $46,000. 

Action:  Motion passed with no objection. 
 
  
The board then asked staff to prepare a list of the requests that NPRB receives consistently on an 
annual basis; the list will be presented at the fall 2014 board meeting. 
  
The SP chair thanked the board for their support of the Dan Goodman Symposium, which was well 
attended in March 2014 in Bozeman, Montana. 
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f)      Staff participation in research and publications  
 
The executive director outlined a pre-existing prohibition of NPRB staff participation in scientific 
research activities and authorship on publications.  Presumably the prohibition was enacted by the 
original executive director in order to avoid the potential for perceived conflict of interest.  However, such 
a prohibition runs counter to the expectation that NPRB staff are hired for their scientific credentials and 
abilities and it imposes a serious impediment to career development.  Therefore, the current executive 
director requested the board’s concurrence with his intention to eliminate this prohibition and to approve 
staff participation in research and publication on a case-by-case basis.  The executive director noted that 
care will be taken to avoid any conflicts with a staff member’s performance of his/her NPRB duties, to 
avoid any conflict of interest, to promote career development, and to maintain staff knowledge of 
scientific disciplines. 
 
The board discussed the need for staff to keep current and to have opportunities for career development, 
and expressed surprise that such a blanket policy had been in effect.  Some members did express concern 
that the perception of a conflict of interest could arise; because any one staff member’s direct influence on 
any funding decision of the board would be remote, they also expressed willingness to have the executive 
director use his discretion in allowing staff to participate in these activities.  The SP chair and the AP 
chair reported the panels’ support of the executive director removing the prohibition. 
 
The board indicated its concurrence with the executive director, to lift the prohibition and to allow 
staff participation in research and publication activities on a case-by-case basis. 
 
g)      Update and status of working group (WGs)  
 
Staff summarized the current status of NPRB’s various working groups, and the board took the following 
actions: 
 
For the Arctic Working Group, existing members from the board are Dave Benton and Caryn Rea.  Brad 
Smith and Mike Castellini expressed interest in serving on the working group; Carl Markon (DOI) and 
Charlie Swanton (ADF&G) volunteered to replace departing members Leslie Holland-Bartels and Sue 
Aspelund from their respective agencies.  The SP and AP chairs agreed to solicit interest from their 
respective panels for membership on Arctic Working Group.  Final membership on the Arctic Working 
Group will be determined by the board chair.  Staff contact remains Danielle Dickson. 
 
For the Conflict of Interest (COI) Working Group, it was recognized that the current COI Policy is 
working fairly well and does not require the attention of a separate working group.  Therefore, the board 
agreed to disband the COI Working Group. 
 
For the Graduate Student Research Award (GRSA) Working Group, it was recognized that there might 
still be avenues through which NPRB could augment the GRSA program with outside contributions.  This 
might be especially true if organizations may qualify for education tax credits.  Therefore the board 
agreed to reactivate the GRSA Working Group with the current membership (Eric Olson, John 
Gauvin, Caryn Rea, Brad Smith; Pat Tester (SP); and Edward Paulsen (AP)), augmented by Mike 
Castellini, and with Tara Jones replacing past-member Sue Aspelund.  Carrie Eischens has been staff 
contact for this working group, but Matt Baker will be taking over. 
 
For the Long-term Monitoring (LTM) Working Group, the board recognized it had approved a suite of 
LTM proposals for five years of funding.  In light of the funding cycle, it was determined the LTM 
Working Group would not be needed for the next four years.  Therefore, the board agreed to disband 
the LTM Working Group. 
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For the Nominations Committee, volunteers were solicited; the chair indicated that he would appoint 
members if no one volunteered via email within a week’s time.  The chair also agreed that SP and AP 
representatives could be the panel chair or a designee.  Denby Lloyd remains the staff contact for the 
group. 
 
For the Small Grants Working Group, it was noted that activity has been slow over the past year or so.  
Staff indicated that given current competing demands, it would remain on hold for the foreseeable future.  
It was agreed that no action by the Small Grants Working Group would be expected prior to the fall 2014 
board meeting.  Carrie Eischens remains the staff contact for this group. 
 
For the Social Science Working Group, the board agreed to maintain the group and seek input 
from its members in the writing of the 2015 RFP. It was agreed that the current working group 
members from the board (David Benton, Dorothy Childers, Mike Miller and Brad Smith) will 
continue to serve.  SP membership will include Polly Wheeler and new volunteers Pat Tester and 
Courtney Carothers.  AP membership will include Vera Metcalf and new volunteers Gay Sheffield 
and Phil Zavadil.  Staff contact remains Abby Enghirst. 
 
For the Strategic Planning Working Group, it was not expected that any work would be conducted 
prior to the fall 2014 board meeting, but it was agreed that the group would not be suspended.  Denby 
Lloyd will be the staff contact for the group. 
 
h)      Meeting schedule for 2014 and 2015  
 
The SP had requested approval to hold their fall 2014 meeting in Homer, during the week of August 18.  
After considering costs and logistics, the board denied approval for the SP to meet in Homer and directed 
the SP to meet in Anchorage as is normal practice.  The SP chair indicated that this would be fully 
acceptable, but he and staff indicated that timing for a SP meeting in Anchorage would better be during 
the week of August 25.  The board approved a fall meeting of the SP in Anchorage during the week 
of August 25, 2014. 

The board then discussed the potential to conduct its fall meeting in Seward, given the comparability in 
costs for Seward and Anchorage during the off-season and the several possible points of interest (e.g., 
Alaska SeaLife Center, the Alutiiq Hatchery, UAF facilities, Icicle Seafoods).  The board agreed to hold 
its fall meeting during the week of September 22, 2014 in Seward. 

Consequently, the AP’s fall meeting will be held in Anchorage during the week of September 15, 
2014, one week prior to the board meeting. 

For the spring of 2015, the SP planned their meeting in Seattle, as is general practice, during the 
week of March 30, 2015. 

Based upon a recommendation from staff that the board allow an extra week between the SP and the AP 
meetings, and given that the AP meets the week prior to the board, the board agreed to hold its spring 
2015 meeting in Anchorage during the week of May 4, 2015. 

Given the timing of the spring 2015 board meeting, the AP will meet in Anchorage during the week of 
April 27, 2015. 
 
i)      Travel claim instructions  
 
Staff provided instructions for submission of travel expense claims. 
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The meeting adjourned in early afternoon, May 1, 2014, one day ahead of schedule. 


